The earliest reiterated pattern that we have observed (odr1) and a caudal homolog, that serve as markers for in the formation of the trunk segments is the expression early steps of segment formation in the geophilomorph of odr1. Transcripts are initially detected in 2-3 concencentipede, Strigamia maritima. Dynamic expression of tric rings at the embryonic blastoderm stage, before odr1 around the proctodaeum resolves into a series germ band extension ( Figure 1A) . Later in development, of concentric rings, revealing a pattern of double segthroughout most of the period of segment formation, ment periodicity in overtly unsegmented tissue. Iniodr1 transcripts can be detected in between 5 and 9 tially, the expression of the caudal homolog mirrors concentric rings of cells. These rings are centered on this double segment periodicity, but shortly before enthe proctodeum, which is strongly stained (Figures 1B grailed expression and overt segmentation, the interand 1C). They extend from the embryonic into the extracalation of additional stripes generates a repeat with embryonic territories (the border between the two being single segment periodicity. Our results provide the first identified by differences in cell density [5]), with no obviclues about the causality of the unique and fascinating ous discontinuity between these domains. The pattern "all-odd" pattern of variation in centipede segment gives the appearance of a wave emanating from the numbers and have implications for the evolution of the proctodeum and decaying as it moves away. Within the mechanisms of arthropod segmentation.
Figure 1. Stmodr1 Expression in Embryos of
The caudal gene marks an intermediate phase of segintercalated between stripes of stronger caudal expression ( Figure 2E ). The distinction between primary and ment formation, effectively linking the patterns of odr1 and engrailed. Before segmentation begins, caudal is secondary stripes persists clearly for two repeats of this pattern, but further anterior, in older segments, the expressed throughout the embryonic region of the blastoderm (i.e., the blastodisc) but not in the extra-embrydistinction between the primary and secondary stripes becomes less marked and the spacing more uniform. onic territory. Levels of expression are somewhat higher in the posterior of the disc (not shown). As the germ band Double staining with engrailed shows that the oldest caudal stripes fully overlap with stripes of engrailed exbegins to extend from the anterior of the blastodisc, expression in this anterior territory resolves into stripes, pression ( Figures 3B and 3C ) at single segment intervals. Thus, if the secondary stripes are truly intercalated befading completely from the cells between the stripes. More uniform expression is maintained in the posterior tween primary stripes, the initial, posterior caudal stripes must be at two segment intervals. Detecting odr1 and of the disc, which contracts as new segments form (Figures 2A-2D) . A qualitatively similar pattern is maintained caudal together shows that, where both are well resolved, the periodicity of odr1 rings is the same as that throughout the period of segment formation, except that the entire pattern moves closer to the proctodeum (Fig- of the caudal stripes and that they largely or completely overlap ( Figure 3D ). Thus, the odr1 pattern also resolves ures 4A-4C). By late stages, uniform caudal expression persists only around the proctodeum. The pattern of to a double segment periodicity. Within the central domain of dynamic odr1 expression, caudal is ubiquitously caudal stripes extends well into the overtly segmented region, fading as segment morphogenesis begins.
expressed. Although we did not notice it previously, the distincCareful examination of this caudal pattern, at any stage of segmentation, reveals a discontinuity in the tion between primary and secondary stripes can be detected in the expression of engrailed itself in newly form and spacing of stripes. The three or four most posterior, and thus most recently formed, caudal stripes formed segments. In the posterior 6-8 engrailed stripes, stronger and weaker expression alternates (Figures 3A are of approximately even breadth (left-right extent) and thickness (anteroposterior extent) and are almost evenly and 3B). In a few specimens, there is a two-segment wide gap between the youngest complete stripes of spaced. Anterior to these, the spacing between the stripes increases, and a faint secondary stripe appears engrailed expression and a very weak stripe just forming between them. The engrailed stripes that appear in conpair-rule genes to compute a repetitive pattern of gene activity from this underlying aperiodic pattern. The genjunction with the primary caudal stripes develop relatively earlier within the cycle of segment formation than eration of this pattern is almost static with respect to the forming cells of the blastoderm. In Strigamia, the those in conjunction with secondary caudal stripes, and they are slightly broader.
initial patterns of odr1 expression are not static with respect to the underlying cells. We suggest that the We interpret these patterns as evidence that the initial patterning of the blastodisc generates a double segment patterns of odr1 gene expression are oscillations of cell state, coordinated as waves that move across the popuperiodicity. In a slightly later step, this is subdivided to generate individual segments (Figure 4) . From our static lation of cells in the blastodisc, sharpening to encompass fewer cells and stabilizing to double segment peripictures of gene expression, we cannot formally rule out an alternative model, that the initial stripes of odr1 and odicity. Thus, despite the fact that odd-skipped is one of the genes expressed in a pair-rule pattern during caudal are at single segment periodicity and that the pattern we see is generated by a combination of rapid Drosophila segmentation, we think it likely that the processes that generate this pair-rule pattern are different changes in the levels of caudal expression as segments mature and rearrangements of cells that alter the spacin the two species. Interestingly, odd-skipped family members are downing of segments as they emerge from the blastodisc. However, this requires a number of ad hoc assumptions stream targets of the Notch signaling pathway during Drosophila limb segmentation [10, 12] . Recently, it has about cell behavior and gene expression that make it, in our view, an improbable explanation of the observed been shown that the Notch ligand Delta and its target hairy are expressed in a striped pattern during early pattern.
Our observations invite comparison with the process development and segmentation in the embryo of the spider Cupiennius salei [13, 14]. Stollewerk et al. [13] of segment generation in Drosophila. There, a pattern of double segment periodicity is first generated and suggest that Notch signaling in the spider is generating a reiterated pattern through a mechanism analogous to then subdivided to yield the final single segment repeat. However, the generation of the "pair-rule" pattern in that shown for vertebrate segmentation [15] . These two observations, taken together, suggest the possibility Drosophila shows few if any similarities with the early stages of segmentation in Strigamia. Drosophila subthat the odd-skipped family in Strigamia, and possibly in other arthropods, is modulated through a Notch-Deltadivides the entire body axis into unique domains by activating "gap genes" under the influence of maternal mediated oscillator to generate the first serially repeated pattern that begins the segmentation process. gradients and then uses the complex promoters of the 
